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About This Game

TL;DR:

A pure hidden objects game with lovely detailed artwork hand-drawn by JujiBla.

FIND THINGS! (in the scenes)

MEET PEOPLE! (on our live streams, discord and twitter)

MAKE WISHES! (on our live streams and discord)

GET REGULAR UPDATES! (on twitch or via the steam auto update)

BE PART OF THE COMMUNITY! (did i mention live streams, discord and twitter?)
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gameplay

Find all the hidden objects (and other easter eggs ;) while accompanying our heros, Nita and Snek, through the lovely drawn and
highly detailed pictures.

You can enter the drawn scenes from an Art-Gallery-styled menu; then you try to find all listed hidden objects in each scene. As
you progress through the different scenes, you reveal more of Nita and Snek’s story.

follow development

We have twitch live streams

We have discord

We have a schedule

I have twitter
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Title: JuVentures
Genre: Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
SpielmannSpiel
Publisher:
SpielmannSpiel
Release Date: 5 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 
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Absolutely lovely game! Game is really interesting to play, if you love puzzles and liked playing "Where is Waldo?" as a kid,
you will absolutely have so much fun playing this game. It took me only few hours to beat all of the given maps, but it was really
fun! I streamed my experience through my twitch and my viewers had just as much fun as I did! If you're looking for a relaxed
game that is going to keep you intereted throughout all of the puzzles, this is the one to play! <3

10\/10 Already recommended this one to my friends!!
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